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About NNNN
NNNN is here to reimagine what reference audio reproduction can be for music creators
of today. NNNN is headquartered in the Oslo area, Norway but has a development team
spread throughout Europe and the US. With a mission to produce the world’s best audio
systems and with an expertise acquired through years of developing AV equipment for
world leading brands, NNNN aims to take a lead position in the global market for
professional audio equipment.
Company Information
Founded in 2016, NNNN has been quietly developing an expansive portfolio of studio and
concert speakers, based on some principle ideas of uncompromising audio reproduction,
iconic Scandinavian design and bleeding edge hardware and software.
For the last 15 years, the founders of NNNN have been defining, designing and
developing the most industry changing video conferencing products for CISCO and
TANDBERG, as well as through the startups Electric White and Acano. Products such as
the Cisco WebEx Spark Board, CISCO MX-series, TANDBERG C-series Codecs, TANDBERG
T3 and the TANDBERG Profile series.
The first products in NNNN’s GRAFT and DEVOR series define a new standard for what
concert speakers can perform. There are no direct competitors to any of these products in
the market today. NNNNs patented audio technologies aim to secure this leadership for
the foreseeable future, and we look forward to many innovations to market with our
upcoming product releases.
Headquartered in the Oslo area, Norway, where the speakers are handmade, NNNN is a
brand with global reach and is currently looking to build a matching partner network.

The Team
Torkel Mellingen
Co-Founder & CEO
Experience: Executive Leadership, User Experience
Rune Skramstad
Co-Founder & CTO
Experience: Audio and Mechanical Engineering
Lars Johan Hereid
Co-Founder & CFO
Experience: Finance, Operations
Lars Eirik Mobæk
Co-Founder & VP Engineering
Experience: Hardware and Software Engineering
Aasmund Gjestrud
Mechanical Engineer
Experience: Mechanical Engineering, Manufacturing
Aleksander Stensen
Product Manager
Experience: Audio Engineering and Sales
Alex McEvitt Braathen
Sales Manager
Experience: Music, Management and Sales
Susann Grønningsæter Grongstad
Marketing Manager
Experience: Strategic Communication
Alexander Jayko Fossland
Industrial Designer
Experience: Industrial Design
Sverre Holm
Investor
Experience: Physics, Audio Engineering
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Rune Skramstad, Co-Founder & CTO

Torkel Mellingen, Co-Founder & CEO

Rune Skramstad
Ever since his final project at university college, where he designed a set of subwoofers
and his professor let him know that these were quite something else, Rune has been on a
mission to redefine and rethink fundamental acoustic principles.
His first company, Paragon Arrays, got his initial subwoofers to some of the highest profile
installations in Norway; Lerkendal and Bislett Stadium along with several Houses of
Culture around the country. At the same time, he got his first patent for overcoming
fundamental challenges to horn loaded speakers.
Subsequently, Tandberg hired him to design the speakers and audio hardware for their
video conferencing products, and put him in the middle of one of Norway’s largest
engineering teams. He continued to push the envelope with designing thousands of
speaker models and iterations, adding new patents. Through Cisco’s acquisition of
Tandberg, he joined a global network of engineers and suppliers that has gotten him and
others around him an understanding for what he can achieve to redefine audio
reproduction.
Rune and Torkel started working together in Tandberg, and found that they shared a
passion for great audio. This got them wondering if they could join forces to design
something that leveraged their respective insights in audio and industrial design. After a
few napkin sketches, Rune had a chat with Lars Eirik, and soon they could add hardware
and software capabilities to the team. Beyond product development, a common friend of
theirs, Lars Johan, could help out with operations and finance. Rune and the others soon
jumped ship and started figuring out what they could make together.
Rune is CTO of NNNN and sets the direction for their products, technology and innovation.

Torkel Mellingen
With a master thesis in industrial design for Nokia’s Research Department, it wasn’t much
of a jump to the telecom products of Tandberg, where he landed his first job. This was
before they had their first design team, but after a few years of working with the other inhouse designers demonstrating the value of design thinking, they got their own corner
where the design language of Tandberg’s video conferencing products was put together.
This contributed to Tandberg taking a lead position in the global video conferencing
market, and it was soon bought by Cisco in Norway’s largest international acquisition to
date. Torkel joined the design leadership in Cisco to define the design language and user
experience for the collaboration products of the Silicon Valley giant.
After a couple of years, Torkel teamed up with two ex-colleagues, Jonas Rinde and Lars
Eirik Mobæk to form Electric White. They created a product concept with a very different
approach to collaboration. Acano, a UK-based company had the necessary financial
resources, as well as a group of talented software engineers that would help realize the
concept, and they acquired Electric White. Cisco’s acquisition of Acano was the largest
global tech acquisition of 2016.
The product Jonas, Lars Eirik and Torkel brought into Cisco spearheaded the redesign and
integration of Cisco’s collaboration portfolio, and is now the Cisco Webex Board. Torkel
was promoted to the first ever Vice President of Design in Cisco, with a global team of 120
designers, working across the collaboration portfolio.
Torkel is CEO of NNNN and brings global executive leadership experience to the team.

Recent press releases
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01.07.19
LAUNCH DAY
(Oslo, Norway, 01.07.2019) NNNN’s first product two lines to market are the Graft and
Devor lines, launched today and available to order. Both product lines are revolutionary
and disruptive in their own regard to line arrays and concert subwoofers. 2-3 of the Graft
40 full band modules will replace any typical line array of up to 24 modules, with
unparalleled directivity. Similarly, the Devor subwoofers employ an integrated end fire
control, enabling them to replace a typical end fire setup of up to 16 subwoofers. The
patented design of both lines also enable distortion levels at a fraction of conventional
concert systems, resulting in previously unheard of musicality all the way to the very
lowest frequencies.
Concert setups that are an order of magnitude smaller than conventional setups also
means a much smaller environmental footprint. Festivals can now plug their entire rigs
into normal electrical sockets, cabling is easier, rigging can be smaller, and touring can
now be done with a van, rather than multiple trailers. All the while with a higher quality
audio.
Founded in 2016, NNNN has been quietly developing an expansive portfolio of studio and
concert speakers, based on some principle ideas of uncompromising audio reproduction,
iconic Scandinavian design and bleeding edge hardware and software.

Products
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GRAFT Series :: Graft 40
GRAFT 40 marks the top end of a line that redefines how audio should
be reproduced in medium to very large scenarios. It has an efficiency
that is unparalleled in the market and replaces traditional line arrays
with far fewer modules and superior audio performance - both at
module and system level.
With the controlled dispersion and the high efficiency, combining just
a few GRAFT modules provides a very large coverage area. This allows
for much simpler setups than with conventional line arrays, providing
much easier integrations in tight or visually sensitive spaces, along
with massive logistical benefits for touring.

System data:
Frequency response ±3dB:
44Hz - 20kHz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi):
143dB
60 × 20 degrees
Loudspeaker data:
Nominal impedance front/rear:
8 ohms

Unlike conventional line arrays, the GRAFT horn design provides a
controlled dispersion all through the frequency range. That means
minimizing interference between horizontally arrayed modules since
there is no frequency dependent overlap zone. In addition, this means
that the sound even at low frequencies can be controlled to a much
greater extent than traditionally, directed specifically to where the
audience is, avoiding unwanted reflections from surrounding walls.

Power handling capacity:
(cont./ program)
1000/3600 W

The module has a large, central horn powered by a cutting edge
compression driver and two integrated folded bass horns with
matching performance, for a seamless frequency response down to
40Hz. Providing unparalleled efficiency and a max SPL of over 146db,
with 140dB continuously free field.

Dimensions (H x W x D):
1500 × 640 × 750 mm

Connections:
2×
Dimensions / weight:

Weight:
90 kg

DEVOR Series :: Devor 16 / 23 / 40
The DEVOR-series is a revolutionary subwoofer system with
extreme performance. All models provide a low frequency
response unparalleled in the industry with ultra low distortion and
a super fast impulse response. The horn design provides audio
reproduction in the very lowest frequencies that is musical and
harmonic in a way that has not been experienced through any PA
systems before.
Unlike any previous horn loaded subwoofer system, the DEVORseries has a sub cardioid dispersion pattern all through the
frequency range - even at infrasound on the largest model - the
DEVOR 16. This allows the sound pressure to be directed towards
the audience, and minimizes the need for acoustical treatment of
the room, as much less energy is reflected off surrounding
surfaces, compared to conventional subwoofer designs.
The DEVOR subwoofers are also designed with force cancellation,
as the two horn loaded drivers are working in opposite directions.
This means that no vibrations transferred through the physical
structure to adjacent cabinets, surfaces or equipment.
The stored energy of the DEVOR horn design is minimized to a
fraction of conventional subwoofers, enabling much more
flexibility in live performances. Along with the super fast impulse
response and natural high frequency roll-off, the DEVOR-series
complements the NNNN tops seamlessly.

System data
Devor 16 / 23 / 40:
Frequency response ±3dB:
16Hz - 80Hz /
23Hz - 80Hz /
40Hz - 125Hz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi):
140 dB /
137 dB /
127 dB
Loudspeaker data:
Nominal impedance front/rear:
8 Ohms
Power handling capacity:
(cont./ program)
3600W / 7800 W /
3700W / 7800W /
700W / 1400 W
Connections:
2 × Neutric (2 × Neutric)
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
1500 × 1500 × 600 mm /
1000 × 1000 × 500 mm /
600 × 600 × 300 mm
Weight:
124 kg / 72 kg / 21.5 kg

TURAGE Series :: Turage 60
The TURAGE 60 marks the top end of our arrayable point-sources. The
TURAGE 60 provides unparalleled performance to venues of 50 5.000 with a very high continous SPL and extreme directivity
throughout the frequency range in a light and mobile cabinet. The
versatility of the TURAGE 60 enables more scenarios to be covered by
fewer speakers, simpler setups, and with higher quality sound than
ever before.

System data
Turage 60:
Frequency response ±3dB:
100Hz - 16kHz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi)
135dB
Loudspeaker data:

The high frequency horn is designed with a directivity pattern that
replicates a typical amplitude shaded pattern from a line array. This
directs the highest sound pressure level towards the back of the
audience, and gradually lower towards the front audience.
The four 8’’ behave as a pure top at max SPL, and transition into a full
range array with a rolloff at 70Hz at 119dB. This makes it an ideal
companion to the DEVOR subwoofer series for larger venues, while it
transitions into a complete solution on its own for smaller venues.
The patents employed in the TURAGE 60 enable industry leading
directivity along with the horn loading mechanism that enables
sensitivity, impulse response and distortion level that is without
competition.

Nominal impedance front/rear:
HF 16 Ohms, Mid 8 Ohm,
Mid bass 2.7Ohm
Power handling capacity:
(cont./ program)
900W / 1800W
Connections:
2× Speakon 4 pole
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
1200 × 400 × 481 mm
Weight:
33 kg

Gage Series :: Gage 70
The GAGE 70 redefines performance for smaller venues up to about 16m (50 ft).
Integrated in one cabinet is both a top and a bass horn with our very best
dispersion control throughout the entire bandwidth of the speaker, and with a
directivity only previously possible to achieve with significantly larger speakers or
speaker systems. The dispersion is 60 × 40 degrees, which enables it to cover
many venues with just one cabinet. Just like all NNNN tops, it is arrayable. The
unique design of the dispersion control enables two or more modules up to a full
circle to work together and act as one speaker with seamless overlap between
them across the entire bandwidth. Adding just one more module, covers an entire
120 degrees which is sufficient for wide coverage venues.
The horizontal dispersion of the GAGE 70 is defined by the geometry of the horn,
and is therefore perfectly aligned with outer walls of the cabinet. This makes it
very easy to visually confirm the dispersion field at a venue, for instance by
aligning the side of the cabinet in parallell with a sidewall of the venue. This
avoids reflections bouncing off the wall and greatly enhances the clarity of the
sound at the venue in a quick and practical manner.
One of the main challenges at live events is feedback, and the GAGE 70 is
designed to eliminate this for any normal use case. It’s unique acoustic design
provides very low acoustic energy per area close to the speaker - so low in fact,
that it falls below the threshold for most handheld dynamic microphones to
produce the feedback signal within any practical distance from the speaker. This
is a game changer for live events, and enables small and medium sized venues
with a seamless experience.
The sound profile, with ultra low distortion, makes it a new reference in sound
quality for smaller venues, and makes it even possible to use in large recording
studios, as far field monitors. There is an experience of complete transparency,
and if combined with high-end microphones and mixing desks, the audience will
often have a hard time understanding that the sound is at all amplified
electrically.
The GAGE 70 provides the ultimate upgrade to any small and medium sized
venue.

System data:
Frequency response ±3dB:
70Hz - 16kHz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi)
120dB
Loudspeaker data:
Nominal impedance:
HF: 24 Ohm
Mid bass: 16 Ohm
Power handling:
(cont./ program)
480W / 960W
Connections:
2× Speakon 4 pole
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
648 × 599 × 250 mm
Weight:
21.5 kg

Gage Series :: Gage 125
The GAGE 125 is a 2-way high performance pro audio speaker with multiple
applications. It´s form, minimal size and weight combined with high audio
quality makes it versatile and suitable for a range of situations.
The GAGE 125 can be used both in an upright positioning, as well as tilted at 45
degrees, making it suitable for use as a stage monitor, install applications at
clubs, surround speakers in Dolby Atmos cinemas.

System data:
Frequency response ±3dB:
125Hz - 18kHz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi)
127dB
Loudspeaker data:

Paired with a DEVOR- or TRADA - series subwoofer system the Gage 125 can
also reproduce a higher level music program.

Nominal impedance:
HF: 8 Ohm
Mid bass: 8 Ohm
Power handling:
(cont./ program)
250W / 500W
Connections:
2× Speakon 4 pole
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
390 × 390 × 230 mm
Weight:
14 kg

Graft Series :: Graft 130
GRAFT 130 is an arrayable pointsource with game changing performance and
flexibility of application. It’s ability to scale from a single source at small venues
to arrays at large venues is unprecedented, and enables rental companies to
simplify their fleet dramatically.
Designed as a true full-range array source, the GRAFT 130 possesses all of the
hallmarks of the reference audio design of the larger GRAFT 40, but for slightly
smaller applications. It is optimized for single person rigging and transportation,
including an innovative mechanical design for reduced weight.

System data:
Frequency response ±3dB:
130Hz - 20kHz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi)
MB/MF: 132dB
HF: 143dB
HF peak: 146dB
Loudspeaker data:

Up to 4 modules can be flown in a vertical array producing a 90° constant
directivity dispersion pattern in the horizontal plane and 120° in the vertical
plane. It’s disruptive capabilities of powerful, clear and directional sound in very
simple configurations enables an unmatched flexibility in applications from large
scenarios to small scenarios where a single module with a dispersion field of
30°/90° can cover most jobs.
As an arrayable point source, the GRAFT 130 can either be flown horizontally in a
fast and efficient manner as a vertical array, or installed vertically in horizontal
arrays for tight spaces.
GRAFT 130 is matched perfectly with the TRADA 30 subwoofer for the most
demanding touring applications, and can be flown together in a seamless array
with unmatched directivity and ultra low distortion.

Nominal impedance:
HF: 16 Ohm
Mid bass: 16 Ohm
Power handling:
(cont./ program)
700W / 1400W
Connections:
2× Speakon 4 pole
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
900 × 430 × 400 mm
Weight:
30 kg

Trada Series :: Trada 30
The TRADA 30 is the swiss army knife of subwoofers because of its versatility,
while keeping with the reference class low frequency reproduction of the NNNN
subwoofer range.
The TRADA 30 matches other reference class subwoofers in terms of SPL, but
does so with a smaller and more practical form factor, and with less distortion.
This provides a lot more flexibility in application, as the TRADA 30 can just as well
be matched up with a GAGE 130 for a small venue as a stop of the line rig with
GRAFT 40 for stadium sized venues.
Unlike typical subwoofers, where adding multiple modules will decrease the
overall efficiency, multiple TRADA 30s achieve an audio summation that is
exponential, as well as achieving a higher degree of directivity. Stacking multiple
TRADA30s is done in pairs to also achieve force cancellation.
TRADA 30 is designed to be flown with GRAFT 130, and the combination fo the
two provide the most flexibilty and disruptive cost efficiencies for rental/touring
operations. As added benefit to this product combination, the transportation
carriage for the GRAFT 130 works as a horn extension for a TRADA 30 pair. This
extends the low frequency response to 16Hz (-3dB)

System data:
Frequency response ±3dB:
30Hz -200Hz
Max. cont. SPL (1m, 2Pi)
136dB
Loudspeaker data:
Nominal impedance:
8 Ohm
Power handling:
(cont./ program)
1750W / 3500W
Connections:
2× Speakon 4 pole
Dimensions / weight:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
600 × 800 × 900 mm
Weight:
70 kg
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Photos
Rune Skramstad:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eAdESjycA4iWQvpsLuBZ_a7s_oATEHvB/view?
usp=sharing
Torkel Mellingen:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HrZAHHpa3VtiXBBu3iOMHDX4J11Qpfz6/view?
usp=sharing

Logos
NNNN logo black:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bRHu8-P8MmYmmUQZAUtnxZduZ5MqoCz3/view?
usp=sharing
NNNN logo white:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XyrhfsHMIoa4HGxWwzXR8XHvU-m1W4OI/view?
usp=sharing

Products
Graft 40
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13iE9uc2daxq9esGs-q7sybh7Rr3×ateg/view?
usp=sharing
Devor 16:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17FvaquisNMzbrRiRzYu-d0JpvmKkVXkO/view?
usp=sharing
Turage 60:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AlgSwbpc1dc-Riq5V1kTj8DK3×fhXeh3/view?
usp=sharing

Contact Info
Email: info@nnnn.no
Phone: +47 971 37 973 (Torkel Mellingen)
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«Horn speakers are much more energy efficient and has a lot faster and more correct
impulse response, they have controlled dispersion, and less distortion for any given sound
pressure. That’s more or less all the main ingredients for making good audio.»
Rune Skramstad, CTO

«We are completely rethinking next generation professional audio. We're here to do with
audio what LED did with light; revolutionize user experience and energy efficiency.»
Torkel Mellingen, CEO

«I don’t think you realise what you have made here. This kind of performance doesn’t
exist.»
Kevin Hughes, DesignTechnik, USA

«When NNNN applied for this years Startup Partner, they won the spot by showing a clear
vision, high degree of innovation in their product and a clear go-to market strategy. With a
strong focus on sustainability and a low climate footprint in all aspects of their operation
on top of this, our decision was easy. We look forward to following the company and their
team in the time both leading up and during the festival, as well as the time after.»
Peter Eikeland, Head of Sponsorships, by:Larm, Norway

